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Objectives

• To engage professional societies and other stakeholders in the HL7 CIC process via an Initial Call for Input
• To economize their time/cost to participate
• To identify real-world Actions and corresponding data content (Attributes)
Objectives, con’t

• To establish a common registry of Actions across Specialties

• To establish a common registry of Attributes
  – Ultimately harmonized across Actions and Specialties

• To promote uniformity in Action and Attribute definition, use and re-use
Approach

• Request professional societies and other stakeholder groups submit:
  – Five Actions (acts, tasks, services, procedures) specific to their specialty: top five, any five
  – List of Attributes (data elements) typically collected with each Action
CIC Pilot

• Identify Specialty Actions
• Register Actions, Action descriptions
• Identify Attributes
• Identify Attributes same/similar across Actions and Specialties
• Register harmonized Attributes, Attribute descriptions
CIC Pilot, con’t

• Develop open tool to maintain Action and Attribute Registry

• Encourage Specialties to build out their registry of Actions, referencing:
  • Harmonized Attributes = preferred
  • or their own?

• Build Use Cases based on registered Actions and Attributes